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SUMMARY
Peak oil is a little-known concept among the public,

governments were overthrown. In Libya, international

even among investors. The expression “peak oil” refers

forces intervened as mass protests turned into civil

to the maximum level of oil production. Peak oil does

war. Along with the geological reality that oil reserves

not denote the end of the oil age, but rather the end of

continue to mature and do not automatically replenish,

relatively cheap oil. According to the data available, I

political unrest in producer countries could temporarily

have concluded – based on maturing deposits and an

restrict oil output, as was the case in Libya and, to a

insufficient discovery of new reserves – that conven-

lesser extent, Egypt.

tional oil has peaked in 2005 and that between now
and the year 2020, total production (including non-

In order to quell unrest and pacify citizens, some gov-

conventional oil) will reach a maximum that still falls

ernments in the region, including Saudi Arabia, pro-

short of 100 million barrels per day. From that point

vide the domestic population with very low-cost oil.

on, oil will become scarcer, more cost-intensive to pro-

This results in increased domestic demand, and a cor-

duce, and, in part at least, crowded out by renewable

responding drop in the oil volume available for export.

energy. At the same time, however, the demand for

Available data suggests that once peak oil has been

energy will increase.

reached, the global economy will face a prolonged oil
crisis. Investors can benefit from the long-term trend

The largest oil reserves lie in Arab countries. In 2011,

reflecting a need to revamp the global energy system

some of these countries have seen political protests

towards more efficiency, self-sufficiency, renewable

and even armed rebellion. In Tunisia and Egypt,

energy, and clean technology.
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1. WHAT IS PEAK OIL?
The term “peak oil” does not refer to the end of the

The United Kingdom can offer a concrete example.

age of crude oil, but rather to the maximum amount

During the 1950s and 1960s, there was no oil produc-

of crude oil the world can supply. Even in 2050, there

tion in the U.K. In 1970, after the discovery of reserves

will still be oil, but it will be less plentiful and avail-

in the North Sea, Britain began producing oil. At the

able only at much higher prices. Every successful

beginning, production could be increased from year

oil and natural gas well has a production profile that

to year. In the mid-1980s, it reached an initial peak of

starts at zero, rises to a maximum level of output – the

2.6 million barrels per day. Production unexpectedly

peak of production – and then declines again until it

dropped following a serious accident and fire on the

is no longer economically justifiable to continue pro-

oil production platform Piper Alpha 170 kilometers

duction, whereupon it goes back to zero. Without

off the coast, which led to the loss of 167 lives. After

exception, every production source goes through this

the fire, and following restoration of the site, Britain

progression.

resumed production in the North Sea and reached a
peak production level of 2.8 million barrels per day in

Not only does every single successful oil and natural

the year 2000. Because of a continual decline in sub-

gas well have a level of peak production, but the same

terranean pressure in the oil fields, the volume of oil

is also true for every oil and gas field, as well as each

produced dropped. Since 2000, Britain’s oil production

oil- and gas-producing region, every basin or country

has decreased by about 5% per year. Britain still pro-

and cumulatively the entire world. The quicker a drill-

duces oil, but the volume lessens each year. In 2010,

ing site, field, or basin is developed, and the quicker

it produced only 1.3 million barrels per day. In just 10

the production increases, the faster these sites will be

years, production has halved. It is expected that Britain

exhausted, and the steeper will be the decline towards

will cease producing oil by 2050.

the end of production. At what point on the time axis
and at what volume of production the peak is reached
for a field or a //
country
can often be
determined
Oil Production
Great
Britainonly by
historical examination.
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2. WHICH COUNTRIES PRODUCE OIL?
Since South Sudan became an independent state in

on oil. Due to the growth of the global economy and

July 2011, there are 197 nations in the world. All of

the world’s population, each year these 30 oil-produc-

these 197 countries need oil. Their demand for oil arises

ing countries must increase output in order to meet

from the need for mobility (petrol, diesel, and kerosene),

rising demand. Thanks to the production volumes

heating (heating oil), electricity (diesel generators), and

achieved worldwide in the last 150 years of the oil

synthetic materials (organic polymers, plastics). But

age, this generally posed no problem. Oil supply out-

only a few countries are self-sufficient in this regard,

stripped demand (including during the first oil crisis

which means most states must import oil to meet their

in 1973), allowing the world’s consumption of oil to

needs. The largest consumers are the US and China.

increase each year.

Peak oil research focuses on the countries that produce

The numbers are impressive: The age of crude oil

oil. If we take 500,000 barrels of crude oil per day as the

began in the 1850s. At the outset, only relatively small

production threshold, only 30 out of the 197 countries

amounts were extracted and consumed. The world’s

in the world produce oil. In Europe these are the UK,

population was about seven times smaller than it is

Norway, and Russia; in the Middle East Saudi Arabia,

today. By the eve of the First World War in 1914, con-

Iraq, Iran, Kuwait, Qatar, Oman and the United Arab

sumption for the first time reached one million barrels

Emirates; in Africa Nigeria, Libya, Egypt, Algeria, and

per day. At the end of the Second World War, global

Angola; in the Americas the US, Venezuela, Colombia,

consumption reached 6 million barrels. Only after the

Mexico, Canada, Argentina, Brazil, and Ecuador; in Asia

end of World War II, when Saudi Arabia and other

China, Indonesia, Australia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and

countries in the Middle East started to increase their

Malaysia. Figures for crude oil production include oil

oil exports, did the world experience its first real oil

sands, shale oil, and natural gas liquids (NGL).

glut. Oil heating, cargo ships, automobiles, and air-

Global oil production stability depends upon these

for oil increased. In 1962, the year of the Cuban Missile

30 countries. They are the focus of scientific research

Crisis, global daily consumption had already risen to

1
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Chart 2: Major oil producers.
1

Source: BP Statistical Review June 2011.

 ata from
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© SIPER
2011,
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Source: BP Statistical Review June 2011.
© SIPER AG 2011, www.siper.ch
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22 million barrels. At the time of the Chernobyl nuclear

2020 and at a level below 100 million barrels per day.

disaster in 1986, global oil consumption was 61 mil-

In fact, some of the world’s 30 major oil-producing

lion barrels per day. In 2010, the amount had climbed

countries have already reached maximum production

to 88 million barrels per day, equal to the volume car-

and are now concerned about a real drop in output.

ried by 44 super tankers.

These countries include the UK, Norway, Mexico and
the United States. Other countries, including Saudi

Whether and for how long supply can continue to

Arabia, Iraq, Libya, and Brazil, have not yet reached

expand is a matter of heated debate. However, the

peak oil, and thus must compensate for the declines in

data suggests that peak oil will be reached prior to

production elsewhere.

3. WHAT IS PEAK EXPORT?
“Peak export” refers to the year in which an oil produc-

domestic production, which had fallen to 1.6 million

ing country produces the greatest amount of oil for the

barrels. Since 2006 the UK has been a net oil importer.

world market. As domestic oil demand rises in some

Although it remains an important oil producer, on the

producing countries, the amount of oil available for

international oil market it is a buyer, not a seller.2

export faces increasing pressure. After a country has
passed the point of peak oil, its production declines

For the UK this is a matter of grave concern. The coun-

and the volume available for export is absorbed by

try exported oil at a time when the price was below

domestic needs, transforming the country into an

US$ 20 per barrel, and now must import Brent, the

importer. This phenomenon is not widely recognized

predominant grade of oil in Europe, at over $ 100 a

among the general public, but its occurrence has been

barrel. The transformation was remarkably swift, with

frequently documented.

only six years separating Britain’s peak oil and the year
it became a net oil importer. It seems that the British

The UK is a prime example. As already noted, the

government is aware of the problem. After a meeting

country is among the 30 most important oil produc-

with representatives of the oil industry, then British

ers in the world, producing more than 500,000 barrels

Prime Minister Gordon Brown emphasized that “this is

of crude oil per day. But a closer analysis shows that

not just a national problem – it is a global problem of

Great Britain suffers from significant problems in the

supply and demand, not just in the short term, but the

area of oil production. This is because the nation, as

medium term and the long term as well.”3

also noted previously, reached peak oil in 2000 and
then saw a decline in production. The drop from the

The available data shows that once a country reaches

peak was steep and came for many as a surprise. By

peak oil, it does not take long for it to change from an

2010, UK oil production had dropped by more than

oil exporter to an oil importer. This was also the case for

half from its 2000 peak, producing only 1.3 million bar-

the United States after it reached peak oil in 1970 with

rels per day.

a maximum production of 10 million barrels per day.
Today, the US remains one of the largest oil producers

Adding to this problem is steadily increasing consump-

in the world, producing 7 million barrels per day. But

tion at home. Britain’s daily oil consumption in the

domestic production is insufficient to cover a demand

year 2000 stood at 1.7 million barrels per day. Its own

amounting to 19 million barrels per day. Based on this

production at that time was sufficient to cover domes-

calculation, each day it needs to import 12 million bar-

tic requirements while leaving plenty for exports.

rels. In his 2006 State of the Union address, former

By 2006, however, domestic consumption, which

US President George W. Bush made the keen observa-

remained constant at 1.7 million barrels, outstripped

tion that “America is addicted to oil” and that its oil

2
3

 ata from the BP Statistical Review June 2011.
D
Quotes from Brown Meets North Sea Oil Chiefs, Financial Times May 29 2008.
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increasingly comes from abroad4, often from countries

1.4 million barrels per day, but by 2005 it produced

that are either unstable or are hostile to the US. His

only 1 million barrels per day, and by 2010 produc-

Source: UNFPA State of World Population, 2011
© SIPER AG 2011, www.siper.ch

successor, President Barack Obama, has also recog-

tion had fallen to 900,000 barrels, roughly half of peak

nized this addiction to oil as “one of the most danger-

production. At the same time, domestic demand had

ous and urgent threats this nation has ever faced.”

increased significantly, which led to Indonesia becom-

5

ing a net importer in 2005; it dropped out of OPEC in
While the global population is growing, there is

2008, having no further interest in supporting high oil

increasingly less oil in many countries available for

prices. In 2010, its domestic requirements amounted

export. In 1800, the world’s population was 1 billion.

to 1.3 million barrels a day – significantly more than

In just 200 years, the global population has reached

domestic production. Indonesia will never again pro-

7 billion people. One prominent aspect of this develop-

duce oil for export to the world market. Like the UK

ment has been the fact that it took just 12 years for the

and the US, once the peak was reached, the country

population to increase from 6 to 7 billion. The demand

became a net importer.6

for cheap energy is enormous.
Mexico also presents another obvious case of develIn Indonesia, which produces more than 500,000 bar-

opments tied to peak oil and peak exports. In 2004, the

rels a day, and thus is among the world’s largest oil-pro-

county reached peak oil with a very large daily produc-

ducing countries, the same pattern can be observed.

tion of 3.8 million barrels. Since then, output has fallen

The country began producing oil in 1893 and was able

markedly as production at the Cantarell field, Mexico’s

to increase production continually until it reached

largest and (until 2007) the world’s second-most pro-

peak oil in 1977 with a daily production of 1.7 million

ductive oil field, began to fall. In 2010, Mexico’s daily

barrels per day. The country succeeded in holding

production was just 2.9 million barrels. At the same

production at a plateau of about 1.6 million barrels

time, domestic consumption rose to 1.9 million barrels

per day through 1991, but then production began to

per day so that just 1 million barrels per day are avail-

decline year by year. In 2000, Indonesia still produced

able for export. Unlike the US, the UK, and Indonesia,

 eorge W. Bush: 2006 State of the Union Address, Washington, DC, January 31, 2006, and Energy Policy & America’s
G
Dependence on Oil: Address to the Renewable Fuels Association, Washington, DC, April 25, 2006.
5
Barack Obama, Speech in Lansing, Michigan, August 2, 2008.
6
Information from the BP Statistical Review June 2011, and Colin Campbell: An Atlas of Oil and Gas Depletion.
Huddersfield: Jeremy Mills Publishing House, 2008.
4
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Mexico still has oil for export. But it is only a matter of

there will be oil for the next 40 years. But it would be a

time until the volume available for export drops to zero,

complete error to assume that, because of this, there will

and Mexico, too, is transformed into a net importer.

be no shortages. On the contrary, shortages are likely

7

to materialize in the foreseeable future. The question is
I hold many speeches and I am in various expert groups

not whether oil will still be available, but in what quanti-

that look into and discuss changes in energy policy. In

ties and at what price it will be available on the world

these discussions, time and again I hear the argument

market. The peak export phenomenon demonstrates

that there will be oil for the next 40 years, I’m not con-

that even large oil producers can quickly transform into

cerned about shortages. This viewpoint is typical, and

oil importers in a quiet and scarcely noticeable way. The

can be seen in most newspapers. In fact, an examina-

implications are clear: There will still be oil, but available

tion of the data might well lead one to conclude that

supplies will become increasingly scarce.
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Chart 4: Rising oil consumption in the 12 OPEC countries.
Source: OPEC Annual Statistical Bulletin 2010/2011. Published July 20, 2011, p. 51

AG 2011,
www.siper.ch
The© SIPER
term
swing
producer refers to a country that can

US attacked Libya’s government forces in support of

raise
its oil production for a brief period. Saudi Arabia
Source: OPEC Annual Statistical Bulletin 2010/2011. Published July 20, 2011, p. 51

rebels, 1.5 million barrels per day were lost to the mar-

is a classic Swing Producer: In times of crisis when
© SIPER AG 2011, www.siper.ch

ket, and the Saudis again filled the gap.

oil supplies are scarce, the Saudis can open the tap
and satisfy global oil demand. In 2003, after the US

Those researching topics related to peak oil disagree

invaded Iraq, 2.5 million barrels per day of Iraqi pro-

on how much oil the Saudis can offer in terms of spare

duction were missing from the market. The Saudis

capacity and where the actual maximum production

jumped in as a swing producer to supply the missing

level lies. It is known, however, that in 2010 Saudi

volume. And in 2011, when France, the UK, and the

Arabia produced 10 million barrels per day and its

7

Information from the BP Statistical Review June 2011.
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domestic consumption was about 2.8 million barrels.

achieved a level of 12 million barrels per day means

On that basis, more than 7 million barrels of oil was

little. He saw it unlikely that they could over a period

available for export. It is worrying that Saudi domestic

of 50 years produce 15 million barrels per day. Ibra-

consumption nearly doubled in the decade between

him al-Muhanna, the Saudi oil ministry spokesman,

2000, when consumption was only 1.5 million bar-

brusquely dismissed Simmons’ calculations , saying

rels, and 2010. The international media warns today,

that these should not be given credence, and added

justifiably, about the unrestrained demand within the

that you either believed the Saudis or you don’t.12

8

country reducing Saudi exports.9 On a hot day, Saudis require a portion of their oil to produce electricity

Because Saudi Arabia’s oil reserve cannot be verified

to run air conditioners. The Saudis are not alone: All

independently, the world faces a dilemma: Peak oil is a

12 OPEC member countries are consuming more oil

reality, and many countries are already looking at pro-

domestically every year. Currently their consumption

duction declines. How long the Saudis will be able to

totals more than 6 million barrels per day, weighing

fill the gap is uncertain, even though it would be of

down the volume available for export and reducing the

utmost importance to have a clear answer. Fatih Birol,

swing capacity.10

chief economist of the International Energy Agency
(IEA), has said that while there is no reason to doubt

The Saudis thus face two problems: The production

the Saudis’ official numbers, greater transparency

levels of mature fields are declining and must be com-

from them in this regard would be welcomed.13

pensated by new fields, while domestic consumption
is on the rise, reducing the amount of oil available for

It is rare that those on the outside get access to any data

export. The point at which Saudi Arabia is likely to

from the state oil company Saudi Aramco. However, it

reach Peak Oil is a matter of much contention. Mat-

is known that the Saudis are aware of the problems

thew Simmons, an American widely known as the

associated with peak oil and are observing matters

founder of an investment bank specializing in energy,

closely. Sadad al-Husseini, the former head of explora-

noted in his 2005 book, “Twilight in the Desert,” that

tion and production at Saudi Aramco, declared after

Saudi Arabia would soon reach the peak. This led to a

stepping down from the company that in fact Saudi

strenuous denial from Riyadh. “I want to assure you

Arabia is not in a position to compensate for a drop in

here today that Saudi Arabia’s reserves are plentiful,

production in other countries. Al-Husseini warned in

and we stand ready to increase output as the market

2005 that the world was moving towards an oil crisis,

dictates,” Saudi Oil Minister Ali al-Naimi told a press

saying that prices would lead to greater energy con-

conference in Washington, speaking in a manner

servation. He also said that global consumption of oil

meant to reassure financial markets.

over the next two decades would reach a new high

11

of between 90 and 95 million barrels per day.14 With
But Simmons stuck to his pronouncements, declaring

such pronouncements, al-Husseini likewise is of the

that the Saudis were in position to raise their produc-

opinion that global oil production totaling 88 million

tion only slightly and thus could never compensate

barrels today will never rise to 100 million barrels per

for a collapse in production in all other countries.

day. He anticipates that peak oil will be reached prior

According to Simmons, the fact that the Saudis have

to that, sometime between 2005 and 2025.

I nformation from the BP Statistical Review June 2011.
Saudi oil exports see threat from within. Kingdom’s rampant growth to spur supply crunch as it eats into oil exports.
Reuters. 15 October 2011.
10 
OPEC Annual Statistical Bulletin 2010/2011. 20 July 2011.
11
Saudi PM Says No Shortage of Oil Resources, United Press International, 18 May 2005.
12
Tages Anzeiger Magazin Nr. 38, 2.
13
 Erdölförderung: Die Zukunft nach dem 100-Dollar Rekord. In Der Bund. 18 January 2008.
14 
Le Monde 01.10.2005.
8

9 
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5. THE ARAB AWAKENING
Starting at the end of December 2010, several Arab

that nothing will happen … Saudi Arabia delivers a

nations witnessed countrywide protests in what is

great deal of oil to the world market.” “People would

now commonly referred to as the “Arab Awakening.”

prefer to turn a blind eye” to these matters.15

The protests, uprisings, and revolutions are aimed
at authoritarian regimes and the political, economic,

France, Britain, and the US actively intervened in Libya,

and social problems in these countries. The unrest

largely through bombings that started on March 19,

that began in Tunisia led to President Ben Ali being

2011. Two days prior, as permanent members of the

deposed after 23 years in office. He left Tunisia on Jan-

United Nations Security Council, these countries

uary 14, 2011 and fled to Saudi Arabia. In Egypt, mass

passed a resolution to enforce a no-fly zone over the

protests led to the resignation on February 11, 2011 of

country. Although Russia and China protested, they

Hosni Mubarak, who had held his office for 30 years,

did not veto, and the NATO allies passed a resolution

and interim control was taken over by a military gov-

that sanctioned the military action which toppled the

ernment. In Yemen, President Ali Abdullah Saleh, who

Libyan government. The war in Libya, an OPEC mem-

has ruled that country for over 30 years, announced

ber, led to the deaths of about 30,000 people and

his impending resignation on November 23, 2011,

ended officially on October 23, 2011, three days after

demanding however that he be granted immunity for

Muammar Gaddafi was killed.

alleged crimes and be allowed to emigrate to the US.
How events in Yemen will play out amid continuing

Political tensions in oil-producing regions are of course

unrest under a new government remains to be seen.

a risk to the global oil supply. During the war against
Libya it was Saudi Arabia that increased its oil exports

In Algeria, Bahrain, Iraq, Syria, and Saudi Arabia the

and helped to satisfy global demand. Yet in order to

governments have succeeded in suppressing protests

increase the oil available for exports, Saudi Arabia

and maintaining power, in some cases through violent

must reduce domestic consumption, meaning a painful

crackdowns. German Middle East expert Ulrich Tilgner

increase in energy prices for it own citizens. The same

declared in a succinct manner, “I would consider the

is true for most OPEC countries, which all distribute

term “Arab Spring” (an earlier term for ‘Arab Awak-

petroleum products in their countries at very reasonable

ening’) to be a great exaggeration.” People generally

prices in order to stave off social unrest. Most OPEC

underestimate with what vehemence the Saudis wish

countries’ governments accept that this strategy has led

to resist changes in Yemen, Bahrain, and in the oil-

to a disproportionate increase in domestic demand. For

producing countries in the Persian Gulf. In that regard,

governments in many oil-producing countries, remain-

“I see no great room for democratization,” he says.

ing in power is currently more important than propping

“The influence of the Saudis is dominant to the extent

up the amount of oil available for export.

Quote from Demokratie in Nordafrika war überfällig, Schaffhauser Nachrichten 3 November 2011.
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6. THE IEA’S PROGNOSES
As a result of peak oil and continuing political unrest, the

105 million barrels per day by 2030. The world is head-

world’s oil supplies are in a critical phase, one of unique

ing for “difficult times,” according to Fatih Birol, the

strategic significance. It must be expected that this phase

IEA’s chief economist and the principal official respon-

will not be temporary or short-term. Instead, it represents

sible for the report.17

the beginning of a new energy age, one in which oil is
scarce, fought-over, and expensive – while renewable

When the IEA published its 2009 WEO in November of

energies, clean technology, and energy efficiency are

that year, and once again forecast a level of 105 million

growing more important with each passing year.

barrels for 2030, international media reacted with mistrust. “The number 120 was always nonsense,” one

The IEA in Paris is closely following oil supply develop-

IEA insider, who declined to be identified, was quoted

ments. Founded in 1974 after the first oil crisis, the

as saying to the British newspaper The Guardian a day

IEA serves to warn OECD oil-consuming states about

before the publication of the 2009 WEO. “But even the

impending shortages and oil crises. But the IEA has

current numbers are exaggerated, and the IEA believe

failed to satisfactorily serve this purpose and is often

it will not be possible to maintain production at 90 to

criticized for its drastic forecasting mistakes. Indeed,

95 million barrels per day. But if the numbers are fur-

the group has systematically downplayed the potential

ther lowered, some people fear panic could break out

of renewable energy sources and has underestimated

in financial markets.”18

the scope for oil price increases. In 2004, for example,
the IEA forecast an oil price of US$ 22 per barrel for

Over the past decade, the IEA’s calculations for future

the year 2011 – hardly on the mark.

oil production have all been far too optimistic. In the
2010 WEO, published in November of that year, the

In the context of peak oil, market observers would

IEA admitted for the first time that the production of

like the IEA to assess how much longer oil production

conventional petroleum had already peaked in 2006 at

can increase – and at what level peak oil is likely to be

70 million barrels per day. This marked a historic turn-

reached. In its 2004 World Energy Outlook (WEO), the

ing point for oil and means that production from con-

IEA was still stating that the global production of oil

ventional (and thus “cheap”) oil has reached a maxi-

would extend into 2030 and could reach 121 million

mum level, will plateau for some years, and will then

barrels per day; thus, peak oil was nowhere in sight. In

decline. Despite the importance and far-reaching con-

2005, the IEA maintained this prediction, but revised

sequences of this declaration – which IEA chief econo-

production forecasts slightly downward to 120 million

mist Fatih Birol described as “a disquieting report” – it

barrels per day. But even the oil industry contested

has scarcely registered with the general public. “The

these optimistic forecasts. “We will never reach a level

news is not very bright,” he said. “We think that crude

of 120 million barrels per day,” declared Christophe de

oil production has already peaked in 2006. The existing

Margerie, CEO of French energy producer Total.16

fields are declining sharply in the North Sea and in the
United States … the time is running out.”19

The IEA revised its prognosis again and declared in
its 2006 WEO that the apex of a global oil production

Although the IEA has warned about the reality of peak

might be lower, around 116 million barrels. The IEA

oil in terms of conventional oil (see the dark blue area

further reduced this level in its 2008 forecast, this time

in the chart below), in its 2010 WEO the group stated

stating that the world would have to contend with just

that oil production could increase nevertheless, to

 orld cannot meet oil demand. The Times 8 April 2006.
W
Quoted in Oil Prices: It Gets Worse. TIME 7 November, 2007.
18
Terry Macalister: Key oil figures were distorted by US pressure, says whistleblower. Guardian 9 November 2009.
19
Quote from interview with Dr. Jonica Newby in Australia’s ABC Television Program “Catalyst”:
The Oil Crunch 28 April 2011.
16
17
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96 million barrels per day by the year 2035. The IEA’s

growth in global oil production (yellow in the chart).

astonishing prognosis rests on three assumptions.

And third, over the long term, it assumes that natural

First, it assumes that, with respect to conventional

gas liquids will contribute more than 10 million barrels

crude oil, the decline in productivity of aging, estab-

to global oil production (purple in the chart). But the

lished fields will be compensated for by the opening of

first assumption, in particular, rests on shaky ground,

new fields and the better use of existing ones (light blue

and it is highly possible that this assessment will have

in the chart). Second, it assumes that unconventional

to be amended in the future, as was the case with prior

oil from deep sea wells or tar sands will contribute to

IEA forecasts.
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Chart 7: World oil production based on IEA projections through 2035.

7. UNCONVENTIONAL OIL
Remarks made in 2006 by Jeroen van der Veer, former

The IEA has in the meantime confirmed that for con-

CEO of Dutch-English energy group Shell, caught the

ventional oil, peak oil was in fact reached in 2006. But

attention of experts in the oil industry. He suggested

when analyzing peak oil, it is important to distinguish

that where conventional oil is concerned, the peak had

clearly between conventional and unconventional oil.

already been reached: “My view is that ‘easy’ oil has

Conventional oil is, as van der Veer rightly described

probably passed its peak.” He emphasized that there

it, “easy”. In addition to conventional oil, there is also

were large unconventional reserves, saying that “there

the unconventional sort, which may lie deep under the

are other reserves that are still a long way from their

ocean and is very viscous or not fluid at all. In contrast

peak. In unconventional oil and gas – resources that

to conventional oil, producing unconventional oil is

are harder to tap – there are plenty of reserves”.20

highly energy-intensive and quite expensive. In some

20

Jeroen van der Veer: Vision for meeting energy needs beyond oil. Financial Times 24. January 2006
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cases, such production can also lead to a high level of

per day and could raise the production in coming

environmental pollution.

years to 3 million barrels per day. Compared to the
world’s current daily requirements, about 88 mil-

In Venezuela, the state-owned oil company PDVSA is

lion barrels, these amounts are small. In Alberta, it

developing oil sludge reserves in the fragile environ

is estimated that about 170 billion barrels are in the

ment of the Orinoco River Delta. In the Canadian prov-

ground. But today, the world consumes 30 billion bar-

ince of Alberta, tar sands are being obtained through

rels per year, meaning that even large reserves can be

open-pit mining with large bulldozers and trucks. The

exhausted quickly. In addition, the production process

bitumen is extracted from the sands using heat, water,

burns large amounts of natural gas, which will also hit

and solvents.

a peak output level, making it unlikely that the slow
and laborious process of expanding unconventional

Both Venezuela and Canada have large reserves of

oil can compensate for a rapid decline in conventional

unconventional oil, but given the great effort required

oil. Unconventional oil can delay peak oil but it can-

to extract this oil, the volume that can be obtained

not prevent it entirely. The discovery of new oil fields

from the earth is relatively modest. Venezuela is pro-

is a source of hope, but here, too, the statistics are

ducing only about 600,000 barrels per day from Ori-

sobering.

noco, while Alberta extracts about 1.5 million barrels

8. OIL DISCOVERING AND OIL RECOVERY FACTOR
Oil discoveries involve a simple sequence. First, the

of oil, whose extraction would, however, be costly

large oil fields are discovered, which is comparatively

and laborious. All the oil in a field – despite what is

easy, and then the smaller ones are found. Oil is still

commonly believed – can never be fully recovered, as

being discovered today, but at a slower rate than in the

about 70% of the original “oil in place” remains behind

past, and developments over the past 50 years have

in porous rock and interstitial water.

been disappointing. Those fields that have been discovered are small or lie in the unconventional spec-

A better recovery effort can increase the recovery fac-

trum, some deep below the surface of the sea.

tor, which is the percentage of oil that can ultimately
be produced relative to the total volume of deposits.

Analogous to peak oil itself is the peak oil discovery,

The recovery factor varies widely depending on the

or the maximum level of oil finds. In the 1960s, the

type of deposits and condition of the oil, but it gener-

annual rate of discovery of crude oil was over 50 billion

ally lies between 20% and 40%.

barrels. Today the level of new discoveries has fallen

With the rising price of oil, specialized companies

below 10 billion barrels per year and is still declining.

(involved in secondary and tertiary production) are

It is clear that at some point, as a result of peak oil,

now exploiting fields with a recovery rate of 30%. This

production will drop sharply.

recovery process may involve injecting water, chemicals, or gases, raising the recovery factor to 45% or

Therefore, it is unclear why the IEA is so optimistic in

more. Through such means peak oil can be drawn out

its forecasts about new discoveries. Along with new

by some number of years. But for those fields with a

discoveries, the IEA’s prognoses also depend on an

high recovery level, production will drop more steeply.

improved level of extraction from those fields already

Importantly, this process does not change the maxi-

in operation. That is possible because even in aban-

mum “ultimately recoverable reserves” (the total oil

doned, “empty” oil fields there remains a good deal

available in the ground) and may even reduce them
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if a field is damaged by pumping too much water and

already had a high recovery of oil will experience a

chemicals into//aDiscoveries
field too quickly.
Thus, like unconvenof conventional
oil

sudden drop in production, which could lead to severe

tional oil, even//the
best recovery
methods cannot
Discoveries
of conventional
oilpre-

shocks in the world economy.

vent peak oil. In a worst case scenario, fields that have

//
Discoveries of conventional oil
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Chart 8: Global overview of discoveries of conventional oil.

Source: Dr. Colin Campbell, ASPO, 2011
© SIPER AG 2011, www.siper.ch

9. OIL PRICES
Thanks to huge finds and plentiful supply, the price of

The consequences of peak oil could, in an inflation-

oil in the previous two centuries was very low, remain-

ary environment, easily push the oil price above $ 150.

ing at under US$ 2 a barrel until 1973. After the first oil

On the other hand, in a deflationary environment, even

crisis, following the end of the Bretton Woods fixed

a lower oil price could trigger a recession if the price

exchange rate system and the dollar’s decline, the

becomes untenable for the world economy. It remains

price of oil began to rise and stood at US$ 12. How-

unclear how the price of oil will develop in the period

ever, through the end of the 20th century it remained

of peak oil, and how the world economy might adjust

relatively low, under $ 20 dollars a barrel. Only with the

to a high oil price. It is a matter that requires further

start of the 21st century did the price of oil begin to

study.

rise sharply, reaching a record of just under $ 150 in the
summer of 2008. As a result of the financial crisis and

History can serve as only a partial guide given that until

subsequent recession, the oil price fell by more than

now, we have been accustomed to an oil surplus. “We

$ 100, then climbed once again back to around $ 100.

know the things best that we experienced ourselves

Never before in the 21st century has the price of oil

in our lives. Yet thinking through the consequences

been so volatile. The era of cheap crude oil (below $ 30

of peak oil cannot be based on everyday experiences,

per barrel) is finished for good.

and only partially on historic parallels”, according
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to a study published by the German Bundeswehr. It

energy our civilization has. Psychological barriers

continues:

serve to blind us to the undeniable facts, leading to an

// Oil Price

almost instinctual rejection of any in-depth discussion
With that //inOil
mind,
Priceit is hard to envision the consequences that could arise from a step-by-step with-

on this difficult subject. Even so, the advent of Peak Oil
is inevitable.21
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10. CONCLUSION

Source: Erdölsorte Brent, Tageskurse nicht inflationsbereinigt
© SIPER AG 2011, www.siper.ch

The Arab Awakening has not yet led to an intensi-

The current thinking is that the world economy was

fied peak oil debate, as many remain unaware of the

able to cope well with massive oil price increases from

peak oil phenomenon. Moreover, since the US mort-

2000 to 2011, and that the present economic prob-

gage market bubble burst and, in September 2008,

lems have nothing to do with oil. Only a few observ-

the investment bank Lehman Brothers collapsed, the

ers have advanced the competing claim that high oil

focus of the global economic debate has been on the

prices actually sparked the economic crisis, or at least,

crisis affecting homeowners, the global financial crisis,

were a contributing factor. As Thomas Fricke, chief

and the European debt crisis, and not on peak oil.

economist at the German-language Financial Times
Deutschland, explained in December 2008, “Based

I think it is fair to say that so far the problem of peak oil

on the chronology, the collapse of Lehman Brothers in

has remained in the background, receiving little atten-

September could have been an unlikely cause for the

tion. Nontheless most observers agree that a rise in

crash in the real economy.” Already in July 2008, “all

the price of oil triggers recessions. After the increase

the important economic indicators … had gone into

in the price of oil in 1973, for example, a global reces-

a tailspin.” At the same time the price of oil had hit a

sion followed, as was the case in 1979 and 1991.

record high. “The crash during the summer of 2008

21

 Center of Transformation for the Bundeswehr: Peak Oil – Sicherheitspolitische Implikationen knapper Ressourcen. July
2010. Page 78.
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meshes with a … worldwide phenomenon,” accord-

Murray and King stress, “despite an increase in price

ing to Fricke, namely, “the rise of the price of oil.” It is

of around 15% per year” from about US$ 15 per barrel

“probable,” he concludes, that the oil shock is what

in 1998 to more than $ 140 per barrel in 2008. Dur-

turned the crisis into a debacle.

ing the 2009 recession the price of oil fell to about

22

$ 35 per barrel as some of the demand was erased.
American economics professor James Hamilton at the

Yet then the oil price recovered along with the upturn

University of California in San Diego also explored the

in the global economy to around $ 100 today. I agree

question of whether high oil prices could have been

with Murray and King who observe that, from 2005

a contributing factor to the world economic crisis.

onwards, conventional crude-oil production has not

He notes that in 2007 and 2008, strong demand was

risen to match increasing demand. It seems that “pro-

confronting a flat trend in world production. “Some

duction is now ‘inelastic’, unable to respond to rising

degree of significant oil price appreciation during

demand, and this is leading to wild price swings. Other

2007-08 was an inevitable consequence of booming

fossil-fuel resources don’t seem capable of making up

demand and stagnant production,” Hamilton wrote.

the difference.”24

“It is worth emphasizing that this is fundamentally
a long-run problem, which has been resolved rather

Looking ahead, there is a real danger that oil scarcity

spectacularly for the time being by a collapse in the

will lead to further recessions and may spark resource

world economy.” The economic collapse could prove

wars. But developments in clean technology run paral-

to be a short-run cure for the problem of excess energy

lel to this dilemma. As peak oil and other factors lead

demand, he noted. “But if growth in the newly indus-

to a significant rise in oil prices, the production and

trialized countries resumes at its former pace, it would

use of renewable energy will expand. Markets have

not be too many more years before we find ourselves

tried-and-tested means at their disposal to replace

back in the kind of calculus that was the driving factor

non-renewable energy, and it is entirely possible even

behind the problem in the first place.”

That would

today to operate homes without oil and gas. Ulti-

mean excessive demand for energy that pushes oil

mately, electricity generated from renewable energy

prices upward and weighs on growth.

sources (solar, wind, water, biogas, and geothermal)

23

will be driven by price. After the series of catastrophes
James Murray and David King have correctly observed

that led to the accident in Japan’s Fukushima nuclear

that “in the old days” production of crude oil increased

power plant, renewable sources of energy will become

along with demand. But in 2005 “something changed”

more attractive. Accordingly, the energy revolution

and conventional crude hit a ceiling. “Production has

should not be viewed solely as a crisis, but also as an

been roughly constant for the past seven years”,

interesting opportunity for investors.

 Thomas Fricke: Es war der Ölpreis, Harry. Financial Times Deutschland, 18 December 2008.
 James Hamilton: Causes and Consequences of the Oil Shock of 2007-08, Department of Economics, UC San Diego,
23 March 2009, S. 43.
24
 James Murray and David King: Oil’s tipping point has passed. Nature. 26 January 2012
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